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Concept

Acorn™ is furniture where you get exactly what you want. Acorn is 
custom-made furniture. Custom furniture means you don't have to 
settle on what is on the floor at a conventional furniture store. You pick 
the furniture style from several sofa, sleeper, sectional, and chair styles. 
Then you select from thousands of designer fabrics.  We will then 
handcraft your custom-made furniture.

Construction

Acorn custom furniture is carefully planned, constructed and 
upholstered to meet exacting specifications. Trained specialists in the 
areas of fabric cutting, sewing, frame building, and upholstering work 
on one piece at a time. Every piece of furniture is inspected several 
times during construction to ensure that craftsmanship is kept at the 
highest level.  We offer a lifetime warranty on the frame and the 
springs to insure that you receive the most durable product.

Frame

Acorn furniture frames are constructed one frame at a time. Our 
frames provide exceptional strength made from 4 x 4 alder.  All 
structural joints are double dowelled and glued. We corner block all 
necessary joints. Our unique frame designs add to the integrity of 
every Acorn piece of furniture. Our frames are constructed in a 
traditional manner and only genuine improvements in technique and 
materials have been adopted through the years.

Sleepers

Most styles are available as a sleeper in king, queen, full, or twin. 
Foam mattresses are standard, while premium innerspring mattresses 
by Square Deal Mattress Factory are optional.

Springs

Acorn guaranteed springs of 8.5 gauge tempered steel are double tied 
with 16 gauge wire for durability. Most frames are soft edged to add life 
to the cushions. Due to design restrictions, a few pieces of furniture are 
constructed with elasbelt webbing.

Fabrics

Acorn has a large selection of designer fabrics for you to choose from. 
Tapestries, cotton prints, stripes, solids and plaids are all hand matched 
and cut one piece at a time for a perfect fit and appearance.

Cushioning

The standard cushion fill is high-resiliency polyurethane foam wrapped 
in dacron polyester. Back and throw pillows are individually filled with 
Dupont H 91, or soft, down-wrapped polyurethane foam. A down 
option is available on all back pillows. Other custom cushion options 
are available. All cushions and pillows have zippers for easier handling 
and cleaning.

Padding

The interior and exterior surfaces of all 
frames are padded to offer the utmost
in seating comfort while protecting 
the fabric from the hard edges 
of the solid wood frame.
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All of our furniture is crafted with the same pride 
as when we started our company in 1920. We now 
offer many custom features for you to choose from.
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High Roll Arm  S - 2000
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We proudly present a showcase of our most popular furniture styles. 
All are shown here as simple diagrams, we leave the imagination to you! 

Select the piece of furniture you want from these catalog pages,
or we can custom build to suit any furniture style or taste.

Tuxedo Straight Arm  S -1500

Lawson Roll Arm  S - 2400

Tub Sofa  S - 2100

Small High Rolled Arm  S -1300

Low Straight Arm  S -1400

Macedonia  S -1000   

Lady Lois  S -1800

Contemporary Victoria  S -1700

Rolled Ski Arm  S -1600

English Arm  C - 6394

Reverse Curved Taylor Arm  S -1900
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We proudly present a showcase of our most popular furniture styles. 
All are shown here as simple diagrams, we leave the imagination to you! 

Select the piece of furniture you want from these catalog pages,
or we can custom build to suit any furniture style or taste.

Alexandria Sectional  SC - 3200

Rosewood  B - 2000

Classic  C - 6361

Corner Chaise Lounge  C -1100

Garrison Sectional  C - 3000

Amos  C - 6579

Ottoman  C - 6513

Loose Cushion Tub  SC -1300
Bustle Back Chair
& Ottoman  C -1600

Chippendale Chair  C -1000 Queen Anne Chair  C -1400 Parson Chair  C -1800

Morris Chair  C - 6516

Tight Back Tub Chair  C -1200

Bed  BD -10

Parson Leg Sectional  S -3100

Arched Headboard  BD-11

Camel Headboard  BD-14
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Tufted Headboard  BD - 23

Bed Bench  BB - 38
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The Square Deal tradition of hand-crafting mattresses and furniture the old-fashioned 
way has been embraced by 4 generations. History has shown us, advances in technology 

don’t always mean better quality.  While others use cheaper, lighter material to save money 
on shipping, we stay true to our roots and build mattresses to provide lasting comfort 

from the first use. Our Great grandfather believed our customers deserved a high-quality 
product at a fair price.  So much so, he named the company to stand by our promise: 

A Square Deal Every Time.

      SINCE 1920

LIFETIME COMFORT GUARANTEE

Frame and spring construction is warranted to the original buyer to be free from 
defects in workmanship and materials under normal usage for unconditional life 

guarantee. Acorn/Square Deal Mattress Factory at its option will repair or replace with 
same or like fabric any furniture found not to have given performance in line with the 

areas noted above. This warranty is rendered invalid if the item in question was 
subjected to misuse, accident, fire, improper cleaning or handling, or repair or 

re-upholstery by any other than Acorn/Square Deal Mattress Factory personnel. 
In no event shall our liability exceed the original sale price of the product. 

The findings of Acorn/Square Deal Mattress Factory are final relative to the 
ultimate disposition of the complaint.


